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THE MINIMAL AND MAXIMAL ONE PRINCIPLE; MIN/MAX 1: 
 

- All physical, (bio) chemical, nuclear (fusion) reaction, and even all the collisions in particle accelerators, can 

always be decomposed, without exception, in a series with a finite number of single steps each of exactly 

simultaneously, only one physical change or one chemical change that is associated with an energetic change 

in terms of entering into or breaking a physical bond or a chemical bond. 

In document F1f these changes should take place within a collection of a total of 1050 possibilities! 

 

- This min/max1 principle is one of the most fundamental principles in nature that ensures that every 

conceivable (sub) atomic particle simultaneously can be placed in only one of those 1050 options. Min/max1 

causes similar reactions always: a) with the same pattern, b) may be settled in the same sequence of 

elementary steps, and c) using the same reaction mechanism(s). 
The min/max1 principle ensures order, predictability, and so the absolute absence of chaos! 

      In the year 2015 this min/max1 principle is not a fixed starting point and a test in the foundation of science.  

      Does the current foundation of science obey the min/max1 principle? No! 

 

a) Based on full equivalence of mass and energy assumed by Einstein, his famous formula E = mc2 cannot be 

decomposed into a series of elementary steps. That transformation of mass into energy or vice versa cannot 

be visualized gradually. This formula, central to the theory of relativity, does not meet the min/max1 

principle! The ultimate consequence is that the theory of relativity must be dismissed and that this theory 

should be removed from the foundations of the sciences!  

(In document F1c the transition from mass to energy is explained such that these transitions satisfy both the 

formula E = mc2 as to the min/max1 principle)! 

 
b) As well the formation and structure of atoms during fusion reactions with neutrons in the nucleus cannot be 

analyzed in such a series of elementary steps. Anno 2015 the building during fusion reactions of atoms with 

neutrons does not meet the min/max1 principle also! This can succeed if all the neutrons in nuclei are 

replaced by one proton and one nuclear-electron and fusion is shown as series of additions to the atom of 

successively one shell-electron or one nuclear-electron or of one proton. See document F1d and figures 19 – 

21 at www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu . In that case the structure of all isotopes of the periodic system (see Table 

Isotope Wikipedia ) does meet the min/max1 principle.   

In document F1d the author adapts the Bohr model of the atom by consistently replacing all neutrons by one 

proton and one nuclear-electron. 

 

c) Possibly more postulates in the current foundation of science do not satisfy the min/max1 principle! At first 
for problems that do not to meet min/max1 principle, a search to a solution has to be made. If this fails, those 

‘facts’ have to be deleted as well. 

 

d) Being developed qubits for quantum computers have to meet min/max1! Each qubit should be exactly at the 

same time in only exactly one of those 1050 defined states and not in two or more different states 

simultaneously!! 

 

For ongoing studies test the min/max1 principle can be confrontational. Because of the far-reaching 

consequences of the min/max1 principle the acceptance will meet hereof much resistance in the sciences before 

it is accepted generally. 

 

 
Ir. A.P.B. Uiterwijk Winkel  *), **), ***) 

 

*)     Franklin Roos is thanked for his substantive comments and translation, 

**)   Adarshi Yadava is thanked for his drawings and figures, 

***) Copyright 
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*1. INTRODUCTION: 

 

During the universe cycle all the nuclear fusion reactions occurring and all the atoms in the universe are 

structured compulsory according to the well-known elements of the periodic table/system on the earth and their 

isotopes; see document F1d at www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu and see Table of Isotopes Wikipedia.  

This periodic table and the associated system of physical forces and chemical ones are the same universe widely! 

 

This periodic table is very special because it allows only one biochemical system for living matter. Please see the 

biochemical schemes of Biochemical Pathways (BP) by Gerhard Michal cs and Recon 2 (internet). 
Through top-down analysis of Biochemical Pathways and bottom up deduction from all conceivable molecules 

the author derived six Laws of biochemistry or the six Bio laws for living matter. See document B1 

www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu . The documents B2, B3 and B4 are increasingly shorter document summaries of B1. 

 

On the basis of Biochemical Pathways and the Bio laws all forms of living matter everywhere in the universe are 

bound compulsory at exactly the same biochemical principles such as those found in living matter on earth! 

Everywhere in the universe all forms of life are forced to be based on the exact same carbon chemistry (amino 

acids, proteins, carbohydrates, fatty acids), DNA / RNA and chromosomes as found in living matter on earth! 

Since the periodic system, only allows one biochemical system living matter can occur anywhere in the universe 

spontaneously develops on all planets of a size and physical properties are the same order of magnitude to the 

earth. Those planets must be covered with a water surface of about 50-70%. The atmospheric (air) pressure 
should be between 0.8 and 1.5 bar. The atmosphere has to contain a large extent (> 70%) of an inert gas (as N2). 

 

Every galaxy possesses billions of planets estimated; only about one hundred to one thousand minor planets are 

suitable for the development of living matter! Although life per galaxy is a fairly rare phenomenon the wide 

universe concerning billions of planets bear living matter. Everywhere exactly the same biochemistry in the 

universe will be observed as on earth and therefore broadly the same species will be found (viruses, bacteria, 

fungi, cyanobacteria, plants and animals in time, etc.)! 

 

-) All biochemical reactions in Biochemical Pathways consist of elementary steps: 

During the analysis of Biochemical Pathways (BP) showed that the author: 

a) all of the molecules at any time always be in only one state in terms of physical forces and chemical ones and 
their compounds as shown in Table 1-1 and 

b) all the biochemical reactions of these schemes are based on a consistent series of elementary steps using on 

each of these molecules exactly simultaneously only: 

1. one physical change or one chemical change in the system of forces and bonds. Such a change is always 

accompanied by energy changes. 

2. one typical reaction mechanism and its characteristic driving force, 

3. energetic changes without changing the system of forces and bonds. 

 

Virtually all biochemical reactions of Biochemical Pathways are clearly regulated by enzymes and consist of a 

finite number of elementary steps using in each case only one physical change or one chemical exactly at the 

same time. Always similar reactions are settled in the same order and always by the same number of the same 

elementary steps and enzymes. The progress of the reaction is therefore to be followed in all biochemical 
reactions step by step. Within the biochemical schedules BP appear to satisfy all biochemical reactions to the 

min/max1 principle. 

 

-) All changes in the nature happen according to the min/max1 principle: 

The author discovered that this principle applies not only to all biochemical reactions, but it is a general 

fundamental principle, in chemistry, (nuclear) physics, and which also applies during collisions in particle 

accelerators. The min/max1 principle exists even at the level of the universe and is found in the 29 steps of the 

energy-neutral cycle that the universe runs again and again. See documents G7 and G8. 
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* 2) PROBLEM: 

 

-1) In the year 2015 the min/max1 principle does not apply as a solid starting point in the foundation of 

sciences: 

The min/max1 principle has far-reaching consequences. This principle means that compulsory it should be 

possible to analyze all (nuclear) physical processes, all (bio) chemical ones and all collisions in particle 

accelerators into a series of elementary steps in terms of: 

a) the constructing a physical bond or a chemical bond from two mutually attracting forces acting on two 

objects like elementary particles, quarks, protons/electrons, atoms and molecules. 
b) breaking one physical or chemical bond into two mutually attracting forces acting on two objects! 

 

This principle results in the fact that it must be possible that all processes in nature can be decomposed into a 

finite number of elementary steps. Each partial process can be followed in detail. The min/max1 principle clearly 

belongs in the foundation of science but in 2015 this principle is not mentioned explicitly.  

Often in (bio) chemistry a scientist acts according to this principle. Elsewhere in the science this does not happen 

or it does not happen consistently! 

 

-2) Einstein's E = mc2 does not meet min/max1: 

Einstein derived the formula E = mc2 in the theory of relativity, essentially for science. This formula assumes a 

complete equivalence of mass and energy. Mass and energy are interchangeable. 
Einstein’s transition of mass into energy and vice versa must also comply both with the min/max1 principle. It 

must be possible to display this transition mass ↔ energy incrementally anyway. Unfortunately, the physical 

process behind Einstein's formula E = mc2 cannot be decomposed into a finite series of elementary steps.  

 

These transitions cannot be shown clearly as the prevailing min/max1 principle prescribes mandatory. Thus the 

central part of the theory of relativity in the foundation of the current science does not meet the stringent 

requirement that the min/max1 principle states! This constitutes a serious inconsistency. 

 

Should science fail to decompose Einstein's formula E = mc2 into a series of elementary steps, then the 

consequence is that the equivalence of mass and energy is not true! Then Einstein's central standing formula is 

invalid and therefore so is his theory of relativity! Both should then be removed from the foundation of the 
sciences!  

That's a lot! Numerous scientific studies, publications and dissertations have been based on Einstein's theory of 

relativity and his explanation of the formula E = mc2! 

 

-3) Alternative to E = mc2 that obeys min/max1: 

The author derived the cycle that the universe passes over and over again in an energy-neutral way.  

See documents G7 and G8 www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu . In the context of the universe cycle, the author had to 

find a system for all by stars and during supernovas radiated energy in the form of photons and cosmic particles 

to let return into protons and electrons. See document F1c. 

In document F1c the author has developed an alternative solution for the annihilation of matter and an 

equivalent amount of antimatter in combination with the formula E = mc2 quantitatively to Einstein's formula 

meets without leaving mass into energy or vice versa. See figure 12 - 15 document F1c. 
Annihilation and transformation of matter and an equivalent amount of antimatter in photon can be displayed 

step by step in accordance with the min/max1 principle! 

 

In document F1a 2014 the author derived four elementary higgs particles, in short higgs; two higgs for the 

proton and two higgs for the electron. Proton-higgs and proton-anti-higgs are super symmetrical and they are 

antiparticle for each other for 100%. At the most elementary level proton-higgs and proton-anti-higgs cannot 

annihilate! In principle mass cannot be converted into energy as Einstein thought! Annihilation can only occur at 

equivalent matter-antimatter level. 

 

The author states in that document F1a 2014 origin of: 

1) space, 2) (anti) mass, 3) the opposite elementary electric charges/forces and 4) the antiparallel elementary 
magnetically spins/forces in relation to kinetic energy. At the most basic level higgs results from kinetic rotation 

energy. Inside these higgs are created three distortions and thereby a) space and twists which. These elementary 

higgs ‘protest’ against these three distortions by generating: b) mass, c) electric charge and d) magnetically spin. 

 

http://www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu/
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In the higgs a fixed amount of kinetic energy and angular velocity is present. On higgs level this results universe 

wide in fixed quantitative values for the: 1) occupied space, 2) (anti) mass, 3) electric charge and 4) magnetic 

spin! 

 

In document F1b from this four higgs the structure has been derived from the majorana particles (proton 

frankinos/neutrino’s and proton-photons, electron frankinos/neutrino’s and electron-photons). The structures of 

these different particles has been illustrated by several figures. 

 

In document F1c has been developed the build-up from mass to matter of the (anti) proton and the (anti) 
electron starting from proton-photons and the electron-photons. 

The ordinary proton and the electron are the only possible building blocks of atoms. (The free neutron consists of 

one proton and one electron). These building blocks have not only space, net mass, electric charge and 

magnetically spin but also E = mc2 as rotation energy and thus acquired the characteristic of matter or antimatter. 

 

Document F1c shows how the (anti) proton and (anti-)electron be constructed gradually and how on the way the 

characteristic of matter or antimatter is added. It is now also clear how annihilation happens at the breakdown of 

matter particles and antimatter ones gradually occurs via min/max1. 

Both the construction of matter and antimatter by photons when the photon meets quantitatively E = mc2 and the 

min/max1 principle. Energy cannot be converted into mass as Einstein imagined and envisioned. However 

energy can be converted into matter and antimatter! 
Document F1c results in a fundamentally different explanation of the formula E = mc2 as Einstein gave it. 

Concerning annihilation his formula maintains right quantitatively but its content gets a whole new meaning! 

 

-4) Annihilation: 

During annihilation of matter and antimatter demolition meets quantitatively Einstein formula E = mc2 and also 

to min/max1. During annihilation none of the available mass is transformed into energy!  

The release of energy during nuclear fusion is, according to the author, based on internal annihilation. 

 

-5) Photons are majorana particles and are not pure energy: 

During annihilation of equivalent matter/antimatter only photons remain. Photons belong to the group of 

majorana particles; see document F1b. They have the general characteristic that on the outside of measuring 
their net mass, electric charge, and magnetically spin quantity is zero while that space, mass, charge and spin 

inside the particle is still fully present!  

By owning mutual canceling of (anti) mass, opposite charge and antiparallel spins photons appear not to have 

mass, charge and spin externally. When photons from the outside only to measure their frequency of vibration 

and their energy. Therefore photons seem to be pure energy, very deceptive. However they are real particles, 

electric dipoles and magnetically quadrupoles. 

Author's interpretation results in a fundamentally different explanation than Einstein formula E = mc2 gave! 

 

-6) Supposed structure of nuclei with neutrons during nuclear fusion reactions must also comply with 

min/max1 principle: 

In science, the nucleus in 2015 consists of two particles: protons and neutrons. The prevailing view is that 

protons and neutrons are held together in the nucleus by the so-called "strong nuclear force" and the "weak 
nuclear force". Such a build-up during fusion of atoms and nuclei with protons and neutrons cannot be 

decomposed into elementary steps such as the prevailing min/max1 principle requires! 

 

-7) Structure of nuclei without neutrons: 

In document F1d, the author has shown the structure of nuclei with only protons and electrons. That gradually 

build through protons and electrons is shown to silicon; see figures 18a - 18n. The similar configuration applies 

correspondingly also to all of the higher isotopes of the periodic table. 

Outlined in the document F1D building of atoms with only protons and electrons does meet the min/max1; see 

figures 18, 19, 20, 21 and 22. 

The protons and electrons possess as higgs level (anti) mass and space and only their two elemental forces: 

1) electric charge force and 2) magnetically spin force!  
 

-8) The terms "strong nuclear force" and "weak nuclear force" disappear: 

In nuclei without neutrons concepts "strong nuclear force" and "weak nuclear force disappear. The author 

replaces these forces by a) elementary electric charge and b) the much weaker elementary magnetically spin 

force. The current concepts of "strong nuclear force" and "weak nuclear force" get another meaning and become 

superfluous. They can be ‘annihilated’.  
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-9) The 12 fundamental forces of atoms: 

Also the author systematically derived the 12 the physical forces and chemical ones of ordinary atoms in relation 

to velocity of atoms and their kinetic energy in the universe-sphere-shell relative to its center C. The origin of 

these forces can be explained in more detail. This system of forces is a simplification of the system of forces in 

nature. See Table 1-1 of this document. 

 

-10) Transition of ordinary matter into black hole matter: 
In document F1e, figures 18a – 18n, the transition is shown by ordinary isotopes to black hole isotopes. This 

collapse of the electron-shells of ordinary isotopes can only take place when the atom has at least two electron-

pairs. So black-hole-matter can be only made from the isotope beryllium (Be). Isotopes in a black hole state ≥ Be 

show a similar periodic table of elements that begins with the black hole element beryllium. 

The elements hydrogen, helium and lithium do not possess at least two pairs of electrons. That is why the 

electron-shells of those lightest elements cannot collapse into a black hole condition! Therefore these smallest   

atoms H, He and Li must fuse to beryllium or higher before they can enter a black hole! 

 

Black hole atoms have only single shell-electrons in their electron-shells and do not possess electron-pairs. 

Correspondingly the number of forces in black-hole atoms reduced from 12 to 8 ones. Black-hole atoms have 

different properties than currently assumed in sciences. 
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* 3) PURPOSE: 

The author wants insight into how is set up and structured: 

a) min/max1 principle in terms of physical forces and chemical forces 

and the construction and breaking their bonds and 

b) principle of analyzing in elementary steps. 

 

It is important that scientists check always their visions about (nuclear) physical occurrence and (bio)chemical 

reactions by fraying apart them until an orderly series of elementary steps!  

That system also applies to all collision experiments in particle accelerators. 
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*4) THE 12 FUNDAMENTAL FORCES AND THE ELEMENTS OF THE PERIODIC SYSTEM 

In this document, F1f the physical states and chemical ones and their changes are described in terms of: 

a) forming physical bonds and chemical bonds from the same two mutually attracting forces on two objects and 

b) the breaking of physical bonds and chemical ones into their single forces. 

 

Such physical forces and chemical forces are present on most of the isotopes of the periodic system. An 

overview of relevant forces and the discrete particles is illustrated in figure 1 min/max1 principle. In figure 2 

min/max1 those particles and forces are plotted against each other. 

 
In table 1-1 is given a complete overview of the 12 physical forces and chemical ones which: a) are present on 

autonomous atoms, and b) forces which are created as a result of the 9 to 11 velocities of the earth within the 

universe-sphere-shell relative to its center C of the universe. These speeds vary from tens to hundreds of km/s. 

In science, the effects of the 9 to 11 velocities of the earth in the universe in the year 2015 not recognized. 

 

In table 1-2 for the sake of completeness also is provided an overview of the 8 forces that remain as an ordinary 

atom is transferred in the state of a black-hole atom. 

 

-) Physical forces and chemical forces arise by speed of atoms in the universe: 

Those 9 to 11 speeds of the earth in the universe are mandatory for all shell-electrons of atoms on Earth and 

elsewhere in the present universe-sphere-shell! Deviations in the path of the shell-electrons around the nuclei 
arise by speed in the universe relative to its center C! 

Each component of velocity of the earth in the universe relative to its center C causes its own specific 

abnormality from the ideal path of the shell-electrons of all the speeding atoms. These 9 to 11speeds of the earth 

in universe are added to all atoms on earth with together with an additional amount of kinetic energy to these 

shell-electrons (and to the nucleus). This is the ‘added’ kinetic energy. 

 

1) Atoms in absolute standstill/rest in the universe: 

If an atom has no speed in the universe-sphere-shell with respect to its center C then all shell-electrons move in a 

perfect, undisturbed, orbit being a single electron thick and with shell-electrons speeding with about two 

thousand km/s. Figure 1a document E3-1. Such a shell-electron possesses itself only mass, charge and spin and 

generates only electrical force and magnetically spin force and no other physical or chemical force! With 
absolutely no speed in the universe all isotopes of the periodic system are inert both physically and chemically 

for 100%! 

 

2) Effects of speed of atoms in the Universe: 

Each speed of the earth in the universe is also added to the above mentioned ideal orbit of all shell-electrons of 

atoms. Therefore those shell-electrons cannot run any longer in their ideal orbit.  

 

3) Each form of speed in the universe relative to C generates its own deviation: 

Each component of velocity generates its own deviation and thereby also adds its own distinctive and 

recognizable part to the ‘added’ kinetic energy of the shell-electrons. The sum of the 9 to 11 defects results in 

that all the shell-electrons run in narrow band-shaped orbits in which (correspond to Heisenberg) the position of 

the conscious shell-electron as particles cannot be determined exactly anymore. This phenomenon of vagueness 
is explained by that! See figure 1b and 1c of E3-1. 

 

4) In protest the shell-electrons generate gravity, two physical forces and two chemical ones: 

-) As a direct protest against this deviation in their ideal orbit all shell-electrons of atoms generate a gravitational 

force. Gravity is an intangible force with special properties. 

-) Those shell-electrons protest directly against those speeds by generating gravity and protest indirectly against 

that ‘added’ kinetic energy by generating a) two different physical forces and b) two different chemical ones with 

physical bonds and chemical bonds by releasing bonding heat. Doing so that ‘added’ kinetic energy is converted 

into dissipated heat. The ideal orbit is approached as much as possible or reached by the formation of physical 

bonds and chemical ones. 

See documents C2 and C3. The tables as indicated are simplified in the meantime. The current system of 
physical forces and chemical ones is shown in Table 1 -1 of this document F1f. 
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5) The 12 fundamental forces on normal matter or ordinary elements of the periodic table: 

The elements of the periodic system generate forces on different levels and in different places. 

 

In all 12 to distinguish different fundamental forces comprising: 

-) the two elementary (e) forces of the proton and the one of the electron and their sub elementary particles, 

-) one gravitational force coming from the electron-shell of the atom, 

-) two different physical forces originating from the shell electron and the electron-pairs of the atom, 
-) two different chemical forces originating from the shell electron and the electron-pairs of the atom and 

-) two temperature-related forces. 

 

Detailed results in Table 1-1: 

 

Table 1-1: The 12 fundamental forces of the elements of the periodic table: 

a) The elementary forces of the proton and electron: 

        1a) the basic charge force of the proton                  (+ Lef p +1) 

        2a) the elementary magnetically spin force of the proton: (+ Mef  p +1), 

        1b), the elementary charge force electron:    (+ Lef e -1), 

        2b), the elementary magnetically force of the electron spin:           (+ Mef e +1), 
 

b) The basic sub elemental force of the shell-electron in the atom: 

         3) the centripetal force keeps the shell-electron (e) in orbit around the nucleus (+Cpf  e) 

 

c1) The mechanical speed forces of the nucleus: 

         4), the acceleration / deceleration force of the nucleus (a):  (+ Vf  a+) / (Vf  a-), 

         5), the centrifugal force of the nucleus (a):                 (+ Cf a), 

These forces provide for the centripetal force, and / or acceleration of atoms. 

 

c2) The base (speed) forces of the shell-electron (1) / shell-electron-pair (2): 

        6) The gravity of the shell-electron (1) or shell-electron-pair (2):  (+ G1f +) / (+ G2f), 
 

c3) the physical and chemical (kinetic energy) forces shell-electron (1) / electron-pair (2): 

        7) the chemically covalent radical force from the electron (1):    (+ R1cf), 

        8) (bio) chemical covalent charge force from the electron-pair (2):   (+ L2cf) 

        9) the physical vanderWaals/London force generated from all electron-pairs (2):  (+ W2f) 

        9a) all the atoms / molecules with a flexible (fl) vanderWaals/London bonding or liquid: (+ W2flb) 

        9b) all atoms / molecules in a fixed (fi) vanderWaals/London bonding or solid:                      (+ W2fib) 

        9c) all atoms / molecules with vanderWaals force without vanderWaals bond, gas/plasma:    (+ W2gf) 

 

Interactions between vanderWaals/London forces in the form of vanderWaals/London bonds: 

9d) dissolving (D) of atoms / molecules in a liquid, the dissolving force electron-pair (2): (+ W2Db), 

9e) absorption (A) of atoms / molecules in a solid: the absorption force electron-pair (2): (+ W2Ab), 
 

c4) The base (kinetic energy) force outer electron-shell atom: 

        10) The charge force electron (1) / electron-pair (2):    (+ L1f) / (+ L2f), 

        10a) dissolving charged particles / ions in water by means of charge binding: (+ L1b) / (+ L2b), 

 

d) The base (temperature) forces: 

d1) 11), the light force (photons) of the single electron (1):     (+ Q1f), 

d2) 12), the infra-red force (photons) from the nucleus (a) and the proton:   (+ Qir af). 

 

In the sciences even more forces may be appointed. Those forces are whether: 

a) not directly related to speeds of the atom in the universe or 
b) are combinations of the above forces that need to be decomposed into their components. 
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Explanation: 

Lef = elementary electric charge force, 

Mef = elementary magnetically spin force, 

p + 1 / p-1 = (anti) proton of charge +1 or -1, 

1-e / e + 1 = (anti) with electron charge -1 or +1, 

V = acceleration / deceleration of the proton, electron, atom and nucleus 

C = centripetal force shell-electron, 

G1f / G2f = single shell-electron gravitational force and that of the shell-electron-pair, 

R1f = chemical radical force unpaired shell-electron, 
L1f = charge force unpaired shell electron, 

L2cf = chemical covalent radical force of the electron-pair, 

W2f = vanderWaals force electron-pair, 

fl = flexible/movable bond liquid, 

fi = fixed/immobile bond solid, 

D = Dissolved/dissolved in a liquid, 

A = absorbed on a solid, 

Q1 = light photon/electron, 

Qir = infrared photon proton 

1 = single electron/monovalent charge 

2 = electron-pair/bivalent charge 
 

Explanation Table 1-1: 

1) Table 1-1 is a simplified and adapted version of the tables in the documents C1, C2 and C3 

www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu . The tables shown in C in the documents need to be adapted and updated. An important 

part of the forces generated by the shell-electrons of atoms! 

 

2) The total system of these 12 physical forces and chemical ones / bonds depends basically on just two in the 

elementary charge forces and magnetically spin forces of the proton and those of the electron. 

Those elementary charge and magnetically spin of the proton and those of the electron in addition with (anti-) 

mass are generated as a fixed ‘trinity’ at the very lowest higgs level. See document F1a 2014 and F1c on 

www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu . On higgs level to the individual proton and electron no other force is generated. 
Unlike Newton and Einstein thought, mass does not generate gravity! 

 

The elementary electric charge and magnetically spin of both the proton-higgs and the electron-higgs are the 

result of three fixed rotations thanks to the fixed amount of rotational kinetic energy at higgs level. 

The values of mass, charge and spin of the Higgs really remain constant throughout the universe cycle, as well in 

the previous cycles as in future cycles. This also applies to the charge and magnetic spin of the proton and of the 

electron. These two particles are the most possibly stable structures of the higgs! 

 

-) Protons and electrons are the only building blocks of the atom: 

3) The proton ordinary and the ordinary electron are the only two basic building blocks of both ordinary stable 

base material as that of all the black hole atoms. In universe anti-atoms are absent. 

 

-) The centripetal force is created only if there is an atom: 

4) first in the atom, there is the centripetal force as an expression of the interaction between elementary electric 

charge and elementary magnetic spin of the positively charged nucleus and the negatively charged shell-electron. 

 

-) All other forces only occur in atoms with velocity in the universe: 

5) All the other physical forces and chemical ones are created only at the atom, and if that atom is subject to 

movement in the universe with respect to its center C. In accordance with the author all the atoms have been 

built exclusively of 1) protons, 2) nuclear-electrons and 3) shell-electrons. The nuclei do not contain neutrons; 

see document F1d, and the Figures 18 - 22. 

 

6) All other forces on the atom are derivatives of these two elemental forces in relation to kinetic energy and the 
different speeds of the atom in the universe relative to its center C; see the documents C1, C2 and C3 and 

document E3 and E3-1 for gravity. During the universe cycle physical forces and chemical ones emerge 

explainable. 

 

http://www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu/
http://www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu/
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7) On the basis of the elementary charge attracting forces of the proton and electron during nuclear fusion can be 

built gradually up all the existing isotopes of the periodic system as well as all black hole atoms in black holes 

through the min1/max1 principle. See document F1d and F1e and figures 18 - 22. 

 

8) The forces indicated at c1) in Table 1-1 are generated by speed and changes in speed and direction. 

 

9) Speed in the universe deforms the desired ideal orbits of the shell-electron. In response or protest against those 

distortions and the speed by ‘added’ kinetic energy shell-electrons generate physical forces and chemical forces 

and these electrons form physical bonds and chemical bonds with release of bond-heat and where ‘added’ kinetic 
energy is converted into heat. 

In addition to the electric and magnetically forces all (in Table 1-1 below c2, c3 and c4 mentioned) forces are 

generated solely on the atom and only by the shell-electrons as a result of the speed of the corresponding atom in 

the universe relative to the center C of the universe. This also applies to gravity. 

 

-) All physical forces and chemical ones of atoms on earth are all made up of 9 to 11 velocity components: 

10) Each component of velocity in the universe generates its own specific force component, with speed 

associated, at all under c2), c3), and c4) stipulated forces. 

Thus all these forces on the earth are made up of the same amount of force components as the number of speeds 

of the Earth in the universe-sphere-shell with respect to its center point and the origin C of the universe. For all 

atoms on a celestial body (including the Earth) shows similar speeds and thus the same structure of the force 
vectors. 

This also applies to all other objects and celestial bodies in the universe-sphere-shell including for all types of 

black holes made of black hole atoms. Globally all those celestial bodies experience the same set of movements 

as the earth with respect to the center C of the universe! Everywhere in the universe-sphere-shell the same kind 

of components of speed occurs; often with (relatively small) quantitative differences! 

 

11) The number of different speeds of the earth in the universe is approximately 9 to 11 relevant ones; each> 30 

km/s. Those 9 to 11 relevant different movements are the same everywhere within the universe-sphere-shell. And 

universe wide these speeds result in the same 9 to 11force components [mentioned at the under c2), c3), and c4) 

of Table 1-1 above] in all atoms in the universe-sphere-shell. 

The universe has the shape of a relatively thin shell having a thickness of several millions of light years with a 
radius of 2,5 = 3 billion light years. C is exactly in the center. As a result, those 9 to 11 speeds and resulting force 

components of similar nature, structure and composition universe wide. However, local differences in speed can 

occur and quantitative differences in forces and their components can act in their bonds. 

 

-) Forces on the atom are not constant! 

12) These 9 to 11 velocities of e.g. the Earth within the universe-sphere-shell are not constant; these speeds 

change very slowly over the universe cycle. This change under c2), c3) and c4) mentioned physical forces and 

chemical ones and their 9 to 11 components and bond quantitatively also is extremely slow during the course of 

the universe cycle. 

That applies not only to the physical forces and chemical ones of atoms but also to the amount of generated 

gravity and to the related amount of gravitational energy! See Figures 1-6 document E3-1. 

 

-) Most of the constants of nature are also not constant! 

13) That very slow changes of physical forces and chemical ones also apply to the corresponding constants of 

nature that also from 9 to 11 sub constants are built! Only the earlier-mentioned elementary physical constants 

for electric charge € and magnetic spin $ of the proton and electron are the constants everywhere and during the 

whole universe cycle. 

Also these values were perfectly constant during the previous cycle of the universe and will also apply in the 

next cycle of the universe! That applies for the velocity of light as well. 

 

-) Structure of physical bonds and chemical ones: 

14) All physical forces and chemical ones under c2), c3) and c4) have been made up of equal force components 

as the number of movements which the earth makes in the universe. For the earth is that about 9 to 11 relevant 
movements with speeds each being > 30 km/s relative to center C. 

 

15) When one of the forces [mentioned in c2), c3), and c4)] is applied to an object (action) 

then that object can only exert with a similar force (reaction). Thus gravity only reacts with gravity. The reaction 

force will never be an electric force for example! This is expressed in the Vector law of Uiterwijk Winkel as an 

extension of Newton’s third law. 
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16) Only the same forces [mentioned under c2), c3), and c4)] and the same speeds can form physical bonds or 

chemical bonds. Every physical bond and chemical bond on earth and everywhere else in the universe is always 

made up of 9 to 11 force different components!  

 

-) Stepwise synthesis and demolition of physical bonds and chemical ones: 

17) During physical processes and (bio) chemical reactions every bonding step is built after another and broken 

again step by step; in total always by 9 to 11 underlying building or demolition steps. Therefore all physical 

bonds and chemical bonds on earth consist of 9 to 11 separate bond components as the number of speed of the 
earth in the universe to C. This also applies to all other objects in the universe-sphere-shell. 

 

-) Incremental release of bond heat: 

18) In forming physical and chemical bonds, and at each sub binding, standard binding heat is released to show 

that the amount of ‘added’ kinetic energy to the shell electrons [by speed in the universe] is decreased and 

therefore the bond forming electron-pair ended up in an energetically more favorable orbit around the nucleus. 

Each sub bond contributes its own distinctive part in the bond and the released bond heat. 

 

-) Components of force and bond ‘know’ every atom's position and distance relative to the center C of the 

universe thanks to its forces: 

19) In principle, each individual atom in the universe ‘knows’ exactly 
a) where the atom is in the universe with respect to the center C of the universe-sphere-shell, and 

b) with which set of 9 to 11 components it moves with respect to the center C of the universe 

thanks to the 9 to 11 discrepancies in the orbits of its shell electrons and thereby generated 9 to 11 physical and 

chemical force components and binding components and through the quantitative extent of these different force 

components. That is extremely bizarre and curious! 

 

-) Direct relationship between quantum physics and movements of atoms or of the earth in the universe 

relative to C: 

20) A direct relationship is present between the position and velocities of the earth in the universe and quantum 

physics! In the sciences that relationship has not been recognized previously. The author's view results in a 

fundamentally different interpretation and approach to all kinds of physical bonds and chemical bonds and 
results in a fundamentally different view of quantum physics. 

The author combines quantum physics both theoretically and quantitatively the 9 to 11 movements of the earth 

within the universe-sphere-shell relative to its center C! 

 

-) Solving quantum physical problems by modeling of the universe cycle: 

21) If the current number of 9 to 11 speeds of atoms in the universe relative to C have been both qualitatively 

and quantitatively determined then quantitatively all the physical forces and chemical bonds on earth can be 

decomposed into their 9 to 11 force components and bond components. Then in quantum physics a large number 

of fundamental problems has been solved quantitatively or can be solved. 

 

22) The astrophysics can solve the problems of quantum physics by deriving all the speeds of the earth in the 

universe and to fill these speeds and angles between them quantitatively. This mathematical model of the 
universe cycle of Uiterwijk Winkel is an indispensable tool in 2015 and later. 

 

23) In principle the movements of the earth in the universe can be deduced both qualitatively and quantitatively: 

a. from the structure of each physical bond and chemical one on earth; an extremely difficult task; 

b. in case one could succeed to bring the shell-electron of one hydrogen-atom or of one lithium atom in its 

perfect orbit around the nucleus. Given the 9 to 11 current speeds of the Earth within the universe-sphere-

shell it is not easy at all. Indeed the measuring equipment must compensate all effects of the movements of 

the earth in the universe. Such an exercise is moreover not without risk! 

For now mathematical modeling of the universe cycle and especially the current part of that cycle provides best 

prospects. The modeling of the current phase of the universe cycle can be realized fairly quickly (1 to 3 years) 

and in cooperation with ESA, CERN, Academies of Science and Universities. 
  

-) The 11 dimensions of string theory: 

24) The effects of these 11 speeds of the earth in universe are reflected in all atoms on earth and results in the 11 

force components in all atoms and in those of the measuring equipment. The effects of those 11 speeds of the 

earth in the universe and ensuing 'errors' manifest themselves explicitly as the accuracy of the measuring 
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equipment is increasing! These "errors" results in the current 11 dimensions on higgs level. On higgs level ther 

are only three rotational dimensions! See document F1a 2014 and figures 1 – 6 document E3-1. 

 

-) The separate chemical force of the electron-pair: 

25) The chemical covalent charge force (8) relates to all of the chemical reactions involving reactions with the 

shifting of electron-pairs, and which occur in particular when molecules built up from the elements C, H, O, N, S 

and P. These reactions with electron-pairs happen in the organic chemistry, and occur in nearly all biochemical 

reactions and their present reaction steps. These reactions with the shifting of electron-pairs meet the min/max1 

principle. 
 

-) Temperature: 

26) In d) mentioned temperature forces still lacking such a component structure to speeds in the universe. 

Advance there such a component structure is not to be completely ruled out. 

 

6) The eight fundamental forces on black hole matter or the black-hole elements: 

Black-hole elements of the periodic table are only possible from the black hole element beryllium. Black-hole 

atoms have the same global system of autonomous forces and ones generated by the speed of black-hole atoms 

in the universe. Here are a total of 8 different distinguishable fundamental forces comprising: 

-), The two elementary (e) forces of the proton and that of the electron and their sub elementary particles, 

-) One sub elemental forces of the atom that holds the shell electrons in orbit around the nucleus, 
-) Two mechanical forces of the atom/the nucleus (nucleus interaction and electron-shells) 

-) One gravitational force coming from the electron-shell of the atom, 

-) Two temperature-related forces. 

Elaborated results in Table 1-2: 

 

Table 1-2: The 8 fundamental forces of the black-and-hole elements of the periodic table: 

a) The elementary forces of the proton and electron: 

         1a) the basic charge force proton:   (+ Lef p + 1) 

         2a) the elementary magnetic spin force of the proton: (+Mef p + 1), 

         1b), the elementary charge force electron:  (+ Lef e-1), 

         2b), the elementary magnetic force of the electron spin (+ Mef e + 1), 
 

b) The basic sub elemental force of the shell-electron in the atom: 

         3) the centripetal force keeps the shell-electron (e) in orbit around the nucleus:  (Cpf + e) 

 

c1) The mechanical speed forces of the nucleus: 

         4), the acceleration / deceleration force of the nucleus (a):   (+ Vf  a+) / (+Vf  a-), 

         5), the centrifugal force of the nucleus (a):    (+ Cf a), 

These forces provide for the centripetal force and / or acceleration of atoms. 

 

c2) The base (speed) forces of the shell-electron (1): 

         6) the gravity of the shell-electron (1):     (+ G1f) 

 
d) The base (temperature) forces: 

d1) 7), the light force (photons) of the single electron (1):   (+ Q1f), 

d2) 8)  the infra-red force (photons) from the nucleus (a) and the proton: (+ Qir af). 

 

Explanation: 

Lef   = elementary electric charge force, 

Mef  = elementary magnetic spin force, 

p +1 / p -1  = (anti) proton of charge +1 or -1, 

1 -e / e +1 = (anti) with electron charge -1 or +1, 

V  = acceleration / deceleration proton / electron, atom and nucleus 

Cpf                        = centripetal force 
Cf  = centripetal force shell electron, 

G1f  = gravitational force single shell-electron, 

Q1  = light photon/electron, 

Qir  = infrared photon/proton 

1   = single electron 
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Explanation Table 1-2: 

1) In black hole atoms the electron-shells collapse to near the nucleus: 

a) the speed of the shell-electrons increases to near the speed of light, 

b) for the nucleus then virtually no space have been left to vibrate. 

c)  So all black hole atoms be near 2.7 kelvin and therefore under all circumstances standard super cold. 

2) In the black hole atoms the structure of the electron-shells and of orbitals remains equal to that of ordinary 

atoms. Due to the increase to the speed of light in black-hole atoms are only possible single shell-electrons; 

electron-pairs are not possible any more. See figures 18a – 18n document F1e. 

3) Black hole atoms cannot form any physical or chemical bonds.  
4) The transition of ordinary isotopes into a black hole isotope is possible only from beryllium (Be). Only then 

inside the electron-shells can be formed vanderWaals/London bonds between the electron-pairs and can 

deposit them towards the nucleus. 

5) Absolutely never the elements hydrogen, helium and lithium will be able transform into a black-hole state. 

These elements can therefore not be included in a black hole! 

6) Kinetic energy present at higgs level prevents to collapse higgs and thus protons and electrons to a 

singularity. Black-hole atoms cannot reduce further to a singularity. 

7) In fact in the black holes only gravitational forces, electric and magnetic forces are relevant. The gravitational 

force of black-holes has roughly the same structure in velocity components as the gravitational force present 

on earth. Only similar components of gravity act together. Not similar components of gravity do not.   
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* 5) THE MINIMUM 1 AND MAXIMUM 1 PRINCIPLE OF STATES: 

 

Only the next 8 forces can form physical or chemical bonds which results in 1050 states. 

 

I starting on higgs level: 

1) The elementary electric force of the proton and electron, 

2) The elementary magnetically spin force of the proton and electron,  

 

II starting on atom level: 
3) The chemically covalent radical force from the electron (1),  

4) The (bio) chemical covalent charge force from the electron-pair (2),  

5) The physical charge force electron atoms (1),  

6) The physical vanderWaals/London force generated from all electron-pairs (2), 

 

III present on majorana level: 

7) The light force (higgs, majoranas and photons) of the electron,     

8) The infra-red force (higgs, majoranas and photons) of the proton.  

Forces that cannot form any physical or chemical bounds are defined as situations. 

 

 

5.1 MIN/MAX 1 SUMMARY: 

In the analysis of the three central biochips Biochemical Pathways (BP) and of all living matter on Earth (the 

citric acid cycle, fatty acid cycle and amino acid synthesis) author found that these basic biochips of living 

matter can only function if in the cycle at any moment the molecules always satisfy three conditions: 

1) The min/max 1 principle of physical state and chemical state in terms of forces and bonds. In addition, 

three distinct levels of state a) elementary (3 x 6 = 18 ones), b) sub elementary (2 x 4 = 8 ones) and c) are not 

elementary but fundamental (64 x 16 = 1024 ones). This chapter 5 are now a total of 1050 different distinct 

physical and chemical defined states. 

2) The min/max 1 principle of physical and chemical change in that state; (Chapter 6) 

3) The min1/max 1 principle driving force behind that change. (Chapter 6). 

 
In the diagrams of Biochemical Pathways (BP) is distinguishing each elementary particle, photon, quark, free 

electron, free atom and molecule of continuously in only one of those 1050 states that with physical forces and 

chemical forces and bonds are exactly to define. 

Also at each elementary particle, quark, atom and molecule can simultaneously act only one (nuclear) physical 

change or chemical change. The particles involved in the reaction or the released particles in the reaction steps 

arrive in any of the other 1049 states as shown in Figure 3 and the corresponding forces and bonds. 

 

The min/max 1 principle applies not only in biochemistry but applies generally in (nuclear) physics and (bio) 

chemistry and even in collisions in particle accelerators. That min/max 1 principle is not clearly defined there. 

Because of this principle is any elementary particle, quark, proton, electron, atom qubit and molecule always in 

one of those 1050 (nuclear) physical states or chemical states. 

 
 

5.2 VARIOUS GROUPS OF MATTER AND FORCES: 

Every particle in the universe is traced to a structure of elementary higgs linked to a system of forces and bonds. 

A particle together with its forces and bonds define a state. 

 

Table 5-1: Distinct groups of subatomic particles and atomic forces and states (Figure 3 min/max 1): 

 

A: All forms of particle irradiation of the proton and the electron: 

A1: Radiation as the smallest possible the proton-higgs particle and electron-higgs particle: 

A2: Radiation as the proton-majoranas and electron-majoranas like neutrino’s/frankinos and photons: 

A3: Radiation as subatomic particles up to the pre-electron and pre-proton without (anti)matter: 
A4: Radiation as single protons and electrons with (anti)matter: 

A5: Radiation as neutrons (one proton with one electron): 

A6: Radiation as alpha particles or helium nuclei: 

All these subatomic particles can occur as a) unbound, b) flexible bound and c) fixed bound, except the neutron. 

Here it concerns a total of 6 × 3 = 18 different states. 
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B: All matter not being radiation: 

B1: Protons and electrons not being radiation: 

B1a: Protons not being radiation 

B1b: Electron not being radiation: 

Those protons and electrons may be a) flexibly bonded and b) fixed bound. 

Here it concerns a total of 2 x 2 = 4 different states. 

 

B2: nucleus: 

Nuclei are composed of protons and nuclear-electrons which are attached to each other: 
the protons and the nuclear-electrons expose only flexible or fixed electric an magnetically bonds in the nucleus. 

In total 2 × 2 = 4 different states. 

 

B2-1: the acceleration/deceleration force that occurs when accelerating or decelerating atoms. This does not 

involve physical changes or chemical changes. There are not two states but two situations involving stationary 

speed or acceleration/deceleration. 

 

B2-2: the centrifugal force occurs when changing the direction of atoms. Also it is not accompanied by physical 

changes or chemical ones. Here also do not occur two states but two situations involving stationary speed or 

acceleration/deceleration. 

 

B3: The shell-electrons: 

These are all the electrons in orbits around the nucleus. Soon here 64 physical states and 16 chemical ones can be 

distinguished. All shells and orbitals give additional possible states. It gives a total of 1024 different states. 

 

 

5.3 THE DIFFERENT STATES: 

Such physical state and chemical one can be displayed as physical and chemical elemental, sub elementary and 

fundamental forces and bonds as shown in table 1-1 and figures 1, 2 and 3 min/max1.  

A total of about 1050 distinct physical and chemical states as combinations of forces and bonds in Table 5-2 

subdivided into: 

 

Table 5-2; distinct states: 

-a) the 18 states and elementary level (with characteristic of radiation); see Table 5-3, 

-b) the 8-state at sub elementary level (without the characteristic of radiation); see Table 5-4 

-c), the 0 states of the nucleus interaction shell-electrons; see Table 5-5, 

-d) the 1024 states of the shell-electrons of atoms; Table 5-6 (overview) 

      Table 5-7 (gravity) and 5-8 (physical states and chemical ones). 

 

Explanation Table 5 -2: 

1) In any moment ever any arbitrary particle as the higgs particle, neutrino/frankino particle, majorana particle, 

photon, quark, atom and molecule is exactly in only one of those 1050, in principle, precisely defined 

conditions. 

2) Any particle can change of state only by a (nuclear) physical reaction step, (bio) chemical one or during 
collisions in particle accelerators and with a different physical or chemical state. 

3) The formed particle or the two particles are then released to move to one of the other predefined remaining 

1049 physical or chemical states. 

4) Any physical change or chemical or elemental one requires driving force (to be defined) associated with 

matching response mechanism. 

 

 

5.3.1 Ad a) PARTICLES BEING RADIATION: 

Here, all particles are treated with the characteristic of radiation and their forces and bonds. 

 

In all forms of radiation (see table 5-1) there are only the elemental forces charge and spin and their 

bindings. 

In document F1a 2014 has been elaborated on higgs level only (anti) mass, electric charge and magnetically 

spin are generated. In document F1b the constructions of majoranas (frankinos and photons) have been 

elaborated. 
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Document F1c shows how the (anti)proton and (anti) electron are built from photons of the proton and the 

electron and how these photons are built from higgs level and from higgs particles. The proton and electron and 

their sub particles have mass in addition to their only two basic forces: 

-) The strong electric charge (+ Lek) giving electric force and 

-), The weak magnetically spin (+ Mek) giving magnetically force. 

 

Those two forces are always present together but they are not always measurable. Those elemental forces of 

charge and spin of the proton and the electron (and anti forms) are already present from the higgs level. These 

characteristics cannot be turned off even if the proton and electron are destroyed and disassembled in particle 
accelerators. The presence or absence of these quantities with their forces is never a matter. They are always 

present, internal and hidden or external and observable. All sub elementary particles are made up of higgs which 

are held together primarily by electrical bonds and magnetic bonds. 

 

-) The elementary charge bonds and magnetically spin ones: 

With the stronger elementary charge and weaker magnetically spin in addition to their forces, two combinations 

and forms of binding (b) are possible: 

1) (+ Lef) / (+ Mef), are not bound proton or electron, or parts thereof showing themselves as particle radiation, 

2) (+ Leflb) / (+ Meflb), flexibly bound via charge and/or spin up to sub- proton particles or electron transitions 

in atoms or flexible bonds in particles between protons and electrons. These can include protons and 

electrons in neutrons and alpha particles at the moment of the break-up, 
3) (+Lefib) / (+ Mefib), fixed, bonded via charge and magnetically spin sub-proton particles or sub-electron 

particles, or atoms to fixed bonds in particles between protons and electrons with each other. These include 

for instance the proton and electron in a neutron and alpha particles as long as the particle exists, 

 

 

5.3.1.1 Ad a) PARTICLES BEING RADIATION: 

Here, all particles are treated with the characteristic of radiation and their forces and bonds. 

 

Table 5 - 3: All forms of particle irradiation of the proton and the electron: 

A1: Radiation as the smallest possible the proton-higgs particle and electron-higgs particle: 

A2: Radiation as the proton-majoranas and electron-majoranas like neutrino’s/frankinos and photons: 
A3: Radiation as subatomic particles up to the pre-electron and pre-proton without (anti)matter: 

A4: Radiation as single protons and electrons with (anti)matter: 

A5: Radiation as neutrons (one proton with one electron): 

A6: Radiation as alpha particles or helium nuclei: 

 

Explanation table 5-3: Figure 3 min1/max1: 

 

1) A1; Higgs as radiation: 

Higgs are the most elementary particles of the current standard model. The higgs will only release in high 

energetic collisions in particle accelerators. These higgs possess: 1) space, 2) mass, 3) charge, 4) spin and 5) 

kinetic energy. Only a) electric forces due to the elementary electric charges and b) magnetically force due to the 

elementary magnetically spins are available as forces. 
The four most basic higgs of the standard higgs/string model Uiterwijk Winkel (document F1a 2014); however, 

are never single particles. They always are present at least in the form of mutual constructions of these four 

higgs. Generally these are majoranas such as neutrinos/frankinos (document F1b A2) and photons. 

These four higgs are always eligible for in only one of the three possible states: a) unbound, b) flexibly bound or 

c) bound fixed. In total, three states are possible, and every particle is located in only one of these three states. 

 

2) A2; Majorana particle radiation: 

This includes all forms of particle radiation such as (double) frankinos/neutrinos and all forms of photons. They 

all are completely made up of these four by Uiterwijk Winkel distincted higgs particles. Here, too, only a) the 

elementary electric charge, and b) the magnetically spin and their bonds are present. General feature of the 

majorana is that they contain the same ordinary higgs as anti higgs particles; document F1b. 
Therefore these majoranas are special real particles that do not possess net measurable a) mass, b) charge, c) 

magnetically spin and d) internal kinetic energy. They are electrical dipoles and magnetical quadrupoles with 

their weak effects. The mass, charge and spin is inside those particles still fully present but not measurable 

because the + and - each fully canceled. See document F1b. 
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Majoranas only display a measurable frequency and an amount of energy. Therefore it seems to be that 

majoranas are pure energy, very deceptive, while definitely the inside contains mass, charge and spin! Those 

mass, charge, spin and their rotations are not measurable on the outside and on the outside the values seem to be 

zero. Majoranas practice electrical dipole forces and magnetical quadrupole ones. 

Thanks to these forces majoranas specifically can attach to: 

-) protons (all infrared photons) 

-) electrons (all light photons), and to 

-) nuclei (both photons). 

 
See Figure 8 and Figures 10 to 12 of document F1b. 

Majoranas such as frankinos and photons can occur in three possible states: a) unbound, b) flexible bound and c) 

fixed bound. Always they are in only one of these three possible states. 

 

3) A3; larger structures of frankinos and photons: 

These include all forms of particle radiation on structures of photons (majoranas). Within the universe-sphere-

shell over billions of years these structures return to be formed back into pre-forms of the proton and the 

electron. These constructions contain only: a) elementary electric charge and b) magnetically spin and c) (anti-) 

mass, of course. This pre-stages of the proton and the electron have a measurable volume, mass, charge and spin 

but not yet possess the characteristic of matter or that of antimatter.  

This path to build protons and electrons and the range of particles to the proton and electron is detailed in 
document F1c; See Figures 13 and 14. That intermediate particles have also all been completely built up from 

only the two proton-higgs particles or the two electron-higgs particles as shown in document F1a 2014. 

 

In document F1c the author outlines how energy (photons) is transformed back to the (anti) matter of the proton 

and of the electron. Sadly this is lacking in the Big Bang theory. Of the Higgs level up to that of the (anti) proton 

and (anti) electron exists only five basic characteristics: a) space, b) the mass or anti mass, c) a positive or 

negative electric charge (+ Lek), d) parallel or antiparallel magnetically spin (Mek +) and e) kinetic energy. 

These properties are always present and cannot be put out.  

This still incomplete protons and electrons as radiation can be in three states: a) unbound, b) flexible bound and 

c) fixed bound. In total, always one of these three states. For the complete (anti) proton and (anti) electron see 

Figures 13, 14 and 15 in document F1c. 
 

4) A4; protons and electrons as radiation: 

The transition from mass to matter happens by adding E = mc2 as rotational energy to these constructions of 

photons or pre-protons, and pre-electrons. In the proton and electron thus step-wise has been added the 

characteristic of (anti-)matter in the end. Matter and antimatter can annihilate which returns in photons. 

 

During the universe cycle, a portion of the protons and electrons converted into frankinos and photons, emitted 

by stars. Emitted photons (infrared and light) by stars and supernova explosions must be transformed back into 

protons and electrons. E = mc2 and must be added as rotational energy before the existence of (anti-)matter; see 

Figures 14 and 15 document F1c. 

During such full (anti-)protons, and (anti-)electrons is also only the matter of a) an elementary electric charge, 

and b) a magnetically spin. These characteristics are always present; they are off never. 
This complete protons and electrons as radiation can be in 2 × 3 states: a) unbound, b) flexible bound and c) 

fixed bound.  

 

5) A5; The (anti) neutron (one (anti) proton and one (anti) electron) as radiation: 

This radiation is made up of a structure of full protons and electrons or anti forms. (Anti-) neutrons come as 

radiation for three states: a) unbound, b) flexible bound and c) fixed bound. Only one of these three states at the 

same time. Neutrons can bound with nuclei.  

 

6) A6; alpha particle (four protons and two electrons) as radiation: 

This radiation also consists of a structure of full protons and electrons. Alpha particles occur in three states: a) 

unbound, b) flexible bound and c) fixed bound. Increasingly only one of these three states. 
In section A a total of 6 × 3 = 18 states are to distinguish. 
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5.3.2. Ad b) PARTICLES WITHOUT MARK OF RADIATION: 

This includes single protons, electrons and built nuclei. The shell-electrons are discussed in Table 5-5 and 

beyond. 

 

Table 5-4: Overview of particles without radiation characteristic of their 

    elemental forces, bonds and their states: 

 

- B1a (single protons), 

- B1b (single electrons) 

- B2 (nuclei); 

Here, too, only the elementary electric charge forces and magnetically spin one are presence. These forces are 

always present but not always measurable. These forces may occur in flexible or fixed bindings. In the proton 

and the electron and the smaller particles which build the atom, are coming up together mass, electric charge and 

magnetically spin always The truly unbound state with only forces does not occur. 

 

Explanation Table 5-4: 

1) B1a; proton (no radiation): 

Single protons without the characteristic of radiation do not possess then much speed but the characteristics of 

mass, elementary charge and spin. In that capacity as (anti-)matter they so not generate other physical or 

chemical force than their own charge force and spin one. These protons have the potential to bind to one or more 
electrons, or atoms and molecules. 

These protons (no radiation) occur in only two physical forms: a) flexible bound and b) fixed bound. The 

unbound state is not possible. The proton is in the condition of radiation as provided under A4.  

 

2) B1b; electron (no radiation): 

Single electrons without characteristic radiation nor possess great speed but possess as matter or mass, 

elementary charge and spin and generate only charge force and spin force. Electrons can bind to protons via a 

fixed or flexible charge bond. These electrons are present in two states: a) a flexible bonded or b) fixed bound. 

The unpaired electron is in the state of radiation as provided under A4.  

Under B1a and B1b only involving flexible bound or a fixed one. Here are distinguishable a total of 2 × 2 = 4 

states. 
 

3) B2; nucleus (no radiation) 

Atoms can be formed with only protons and electrons with their elementary electric charge and magnetically 

spin. For energetic reasons the formation of atoms occurs exclusively via fusion from hydrogen universe wide. 

The structure of the formed isotopes is made in the same manner and through the arrangement as shown in the 

table of isotopes (e.g. Wikipedia) universe wide; see also document F1d; Figures 18, 19, 20, 21 and 22. 

 

In all nuclei the author replaces all neutrons by one proton and one electron. The structure of the electron-shells 

does not change. Then all isotopes of the periodic system are built up with only protons and with nuclear-

electrons and shell electrons. Then the structure of the nucleus is to describe much easier. Protons are available 

only in the nuclei. 

 
In atoms you find two types of electrons: 

a) in the nucleus in principle the nuclear-electrons have been fixed or flexible bound to the protons and 

b) the shell-electrons orbit in a more flexible bond around the nucleus and so they are held there. 

Especially these shell-electrons generate a number of physical forces and chemical ones as Table 1-1 shows. 

 

4) B2a; protons in the nucleus: 

These protons possess space, mass, elementary charge and spin and generate only charge force and spin force. 

Protons can be bound to multiple electrons with a maximum of three may be four. The protons in the nuclei may 

occur in two situations: a) flexible bound and b) fixed bound. Among others flexible bond occurs during nuclear 

fission. Only two different states can be distinguished. 

 

5) B2b; the nuclear-electrons: 

These electrons have space, mass, elementary charge and spin and generate only charge force and spin force. In 

nuclei these nuclear-electrons protons hold together through combinations of fixed charge bonds and spin ones. 

The nuclear-electrons can occur there in two states: a) flexible bound and b) fixed bound. Among others flexible 

bond occurs during nuclear fission. Only two conditions can be distinguished. 

Under B2 is a total of 2 × 2 = 4 different states of the present protons and nuclear-electrons can be distinguished. 
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5.3.3 Ad c) INTERACTION BETWEEN NECLEUS AND SHELL-ELECTRON: 

 

Table 5 – 5: Interaction nucleus and shell electrons: 

 

B2-1: the acceleration/deceleration force that occurs when accelerating or decelerating atoms. 
Physical changes or chemical ones do not occur here, but with only two situations of stationary velocity or 
acceleration / deceleration. To this is temporarily assigned to a separate physical state. Not relevant 

 

B2-2: The centripetal force of the shell electrons: 
The centripetal force is manifested only in the electron-shells of the atom. When atoms creates the centripetal 

force as interaction between the 'shell electron' and the nucleus. The centripetal force keeps the shell electron 

through a flexible bond fixed in a thin, more or less circular band around the nucleus. In plasmas through the 

shell electrons more or less semi-circular orbits around the nucleus before further jump again to the next nucleus. 

The centripetal force is only generated by the bound flexible shell electrons of atoms regardless of the speed of 

the atom in the universe. So that power is also generated when the atom absolutely stationary in the universe. 

Hence, this is a sub elementary force. 

This flexible centripetal binding does not involve physical or chemical changes, and generates in itself a separate 
or new physical or chemical state. (All other loose electrons and protons are only to take over the electric and 

magnetic fields in a curved path) 

Only two situations can be distinguished from or (+) / not (-) is a ‘shell electron’ and thus it does (+) / not (-) are 

present from the centripetal force. Here is provisionally assigned to a separate state.  

 

B2-3 The centrifugal force: 

This force occurs at a change of direction of the atoms. Here, too, no physical or chemical changes, but with only 

two situations: linear motion or no rectilinear motion. In total, only two situations and no separate physical or 

chemical conditions.  

 

Explanation table 5-5: 
1) There is a total of zero physical or chemical states.  

2) The centripetal force exerts by the nucleus on the shell electrons, provides no new states, neither for the 

nucleus nor the shell electrons. 

 

 

5.3.4 SHELL-ELECTRONS OF ATOMS: 

In combined with speed in the universe the shell-electrons of atoms generate gravity, two physical forces and 

two chemical ones and their bonds. 

 

Table 5-6: Overall summary of the forces that are generated from the electron-shell: 

 

= Physical nor chemical state:  

I B3-1: Gravity due to shell-electrons and electron-pairs: 

Gravity is coupled to the shell-electron of atoms. Both the single electron and electron-pair able to generate 

gravity depending on the position of the electron(s). Gravity generates provisionally no separate physical or 

chemical conditions. In total 1 x 2 = 2 situations. 

 

= Physical states: 

II B3-2: physical charge force of single shell-electrons and their bonds: 

The physical charge force can a) whether or not occur (unloaded atoms), b) force be present without bond, c) 

flexible bond or d) fixed bond. These are always a total of four possible physical states. The choice has to be 

made from one out of the four states. 

 

III B3-3: physical der Waals force of the electron-pair and their bonds: 

The van der Waals force can: a) occur or does not, b) can be present without bond, c) can give a flexible bond or 

d) a fixed one. Always these are a total of four physical states from which have to be made the choice one out of 

the four. 
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III.1 B3-3.1: dissolved in a liquid (derived from the van der Waals force and bonds): 

Dissolved in a liquid occurs through a) a flexible bond (gases) or b) via a fixed binding. These are always a total 

of only two possible physical states which have the choice to be made from one of the two. 

 

B3-3.2 III.2: adsorbed to a solid (derived from the van der Waals force and bonds): 

Absorbed at the surface of a solid matter happens via a) a flexible bond (gases) or b) a fixed binding. These lead 

to two optional physical states. The choice must be made from one of the two. 

Under B3-2, B3-3, B3-3.1 and B3-3.2, there is a total of 4 × 4 × 2 × 2 = 64 different physical (fy) states. 

 

= Chemical states: 

IV B3-4: the covalent radical force of the single shell-electron and bonds: 

The covalent radical force can a) whether or not occur, b) force can be present without bond, c) be flexible 

bonded or d) fixed bound. These are a total of 4 possible chemical states with a choice of one out of four. 

 

V B3-5: the chemical charge force of the electron-pair and bonds: 

The chemical charge force (chemical reactions with electron-pairs) can a) whether or not occur, b) force can be 

present without bond, c) be flexible bonded or d) fixed bound. These are a total of 4 chemical states which have 

the choice to be made from one of the four. 

 

B3-4 and B3-5 make together a total of 4 × 4 = 16 different chemical (che) states. 
 

The different combinations of physical and chemical conditions together result in 64 × 16 = 1024 fy/che states. 

 

Explanation of Table 5-6: 

1) General: the 9 to 11 movements of the Earth (and thus all the atoms in the universe relative to the center C) 

cause 9 to 11 different abnormalities somewhat flexible orbits from this shell-electrons. Through these 

movements of the atom in the universe shell-electrons cannot any longer move in perfect orbits around the 

nucleus. However all shell-electrons strive continuously for their perfect orbits. 

 

Ad I B3-1: Gravity (shell-electrons and electron-pairs): 

2) Gravity is generated only from the shell-electrons of atoms, and only in combination with linear or angular 
velocity of the atom in the universe relative to center C of the universe-sphere-shell. Gravity is composed of 9 to 

11 components; only similar components can act as action-reaction pair attract each other mutually. Differing 

components cannot.  

 

3) In document F1a 2014 the author distracted the origin of mass, charge and spin. There it appeared that 

gravity must be completely disconnected from mass. Protons and electrons cannot generate through their 

‘gravitational’ mass! Each kind of movement generates its own associated gravitational component in the 

electron-shells. 

 

4) Therefore all shell-electrons of atoms generate gravity, primarily to allow slowing down the velocity of the 

atoms within the universe-sphere-shell. Gravity is also completely independent of the other physical forces and 

chemical ones. In contrast to gravity namely other physical forces and chemical ones are related to kinetic 
energy! 

 

5) Is an electron really a shell-electron (+) or not (-)? That is the question.  

If yes (+) then the electron also generates gravity; if not (-) it does not generate gravity. Among B3-1 a total of 

two situations can be distinguished which, however, do not result in separate physical states. 

 

6) Both free electrons as the nuclear-electrons do not generate gravity!! This force is connected solely to shell-

electrons and electrons in plasmas overall still at least part time orbiting around the nuclei through with speed in 

the universe. (When an electron loses its electron-shell leaves next to the centripetal force also are gravity and 

his gravitational energy)  

 
7) Gravity causes matter to contract but thereby pose no real physical bonds or chemical ones! 

 

8) Gravity due to the shell-electrons gives to two distinct situations: it is present (+) or not (-). 
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The physical states: 

9) General: velocity of the atom in the universe gives kinetic energy to both the nucleus and the shell-electrons! 

See Figure 1a, 1b and 1c of document E3-1. To reduce as much as possible these negative effects due to 

deviation and by it to the shell-electrons ‘added’ kinetic energy, electrons generate two physical forces with 

which these bonds can release bonding heat. By converting ‘added’ kinetic energy into heat is the level of 

‘added’ kinetic energy is reduced from the electron-pair involved in the binding. Then only those electrons are 

placed in a more favorable energetic orbit than before the binding. 

By resulting from velocity of the atom in the universe shell-electron generate shell-electron-pairs and two 

physical forces; one coupled to the single shell-electron and one coupled to the shell-electron-pair. 
 

Ad II B3-2: physical charge force single shell-electrons and their bonds: 

10) The physical charge force (+f) comes on all atoms that too much or just have a shortage of shell-electrons 

and thus a net positive or negative charge arises. They become ions, positive or negative. This force is potentially 

present on all ionized isotopes of the periodic system. 

 

11) That physical charge force is absent (-f) at all uncharged atoms with the same number of positive and 

negative charge. When molecules question of charge shifts inside the molecule that can be thereby affected 

locally in a charged state. Molecules can show electrical dipole behavior. 

 

12) The categories are: 
a) (+ L1f) and 

b) (+ L2f), in the form of ions, and might be bound to a fluid. 

 

13) The real dissolving of ions can take place only in the presence of water. That is the only 100% pure liquid 

that dissociates itself into H3O + and OH-. All other 100% pure liquids cannot dissociate. In those fluids salts can 

be dissolved but there they cannot be split into ions. 

This results in 2 × 2 = 4 states of force, and of binding. 

 

14) For these physical charge force holds: 

a) the physical charge force is present (+ f) or absent (-f); 

b) the physical charge force is present, but does not result in a bound state (or); ionized gases, 
c) the physical charge force occurs as a flexible bond (+flb); molten salts, 

d) the physical charge force occurs as a fixed bond (+ fib); crystal forms. 

 

15) This results in four forms of physical charge binding: 

a) (+/- L*f) charged or not 

b) (+/- L*flb), flexible bound or not [for example, in an adsorption complex], 

c) (+/- L*fib), fixed bound or not [in the form of bound (amorphous) crystals] and 

d) (+/- L*gk) gaseous plasma or not. 

* is the charge of an ion which can be + 1, + 2, + 3, or -1, - 2, -3. 

This whole results in 2 × 4 = 8 states of physical charge force and bonds. 

 

Ad III B3-3: physical vanderWaals/London force of the electron-pair and their bonds: 
16) Within the (bio) physics, (bio) chemistry, (nuclear) physics, and at the level of atoms and molecules are also 

active the van der Waals forces. The vanderWaals force is only generated by the shell-electron-pairs in atoms 

with velocity of the atom in the universe relative to C. This force is everywhere and almost always present in all 

the electron-shells of the atom or molecule (+ W2f). Single shell-electrons, free electrons and nuclear-electrons 

cannot generate a van der Waals force (-W2f). 

 

17) For these van der Waals force applies: 

a) the physical force is present (+f) or absent (-f); 

b) this physical force is present, but does not result in a bound state (of) or a gas is present, 

c) the physical force occurs as a flexible bond (+ flb); these are the real Newtonian fluids and 

d) this physical force occurs as a fixed bond (+ fib); these are the real Newtonian solids. 
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18) This results in four forms of the van der Waals force in the form of states of aggregation: 

a) (-/+ W2f),    unbound der Waals force [manifests as a gas or vapor] or bound (+), 

b) (-/+ W2flb), not bound as a true flexible fluid [via the condensation of a gas] or bound (+), 

c) (-/+ W2fib), not fixed bound as a solid [over the solidification of a real fluid] or bound (+), and 

d) (-/+W2gf)   not as a gaseous plasma or it is a plasma (+). 

This whole results overall in 2 × 4 = 8 states of van der Waals force and binding. 

 

Ad III.1   B3-3.1: dissolved in a liquid (derivative of the van der Waals force and bonds): 

19) To dissolve into a liquid is accompanied by the formation of van der Waals bonds between the electron-pairs 
of the particle and dissolved in the liquid. 

 

20) (+ W2Db) particles dissolved or bound in a real fluid or not ( - ) and 

This results in two states of van der Waals bond, 

 

Ad III.2 B3-3.2: adsorbed to a solid surface (derivative of the van der Waals force and bonds): 

21) Another form of physical state with van der Waals forces is available. Absorption to a solid is also associated 

with the formation of van der Waals bonds between the electron-pairs of the particle and dissolved in the liquid. 

  

22) (+ W2Ab), particles absorbed on a real solid or not. 

This results in two states of van der Waals force/bond, 
 

The chemical states: 

23) General:  

More velocity of the atom in the universe increases the level of kinetic energy of both the nucleus and that of the 

shell-electrons! See Figure 1a, 1b and 1c, and document E3-1 if necessary. To nullify as much as possible these 

negative effects due to these ‘added’ kinetic energy the single shell-electrons and the shell-electron-pairs 

generate two chemical forces which can form chemical bonds. This is in addition to the above physical forces. 

During the chemical binding heat of the binding energy emerge. This lowers the amount of ‘added’ kinetic 

energy of the shell-electrons. Only the electrons making the chemical bond come into an energetically more 

favorable orbit than before the binding. Here are two chemical forces and their bonds: 

- B3 - 4: the chemical covalent radical force (+ R1cf) of the single shell-electron or radical 

- B3 - 5: The chemical charge bond (+ L2cf) of the shell-electron-pair. 

 

Ad IV B3-4: the covalent radical force of the single shell-electron and bonds: 

24) Single individual shell-electrons generate chemical radical force. Thereby chemical radical bonds can be 

formed standard releasing binding heat. Both shell-electrons come together in a chemically and energetically 

more favorable position and more near the ideal orbit around the nucleus. 

 

25) The chemical covalent radical force may occur in the following chemical states: 

a) these chemical radical force is absent (-f) or these chemical force is present (+ f), 

     but does not result in a bound state (or), 

b) during the reaction step this chemical force enters a state of flexible binding (+ flb) or not, 

c) during the reaction step this chemical force enters a state of fixed binding (+ fib) or not. 
d) chemical radicals enter the state of a plasma (+ Rgf) or not. 

 

26) The chemical (che) states of the chemical covalent radical force: 

a) (+/- R1cf)  a radical in the form of an unbound atom or smaller particle; or not (- R1cf) 

b) (+/- R1flb) a flexible radical chemical bond, or not 

c) (+/- R2fib) a radical fixed chemical bond, or not 

d) (+/- R2gf)  molecules in the state of a plasma, or not. 

This results in 2 × 4 = 8 different states of chemical radical force and bonds. 

 

Ad V B3-5: the chemical charge force of the electron-pair and bonds: 

27) The chemical charge force occurs during specific biochemical reactions and organic molecules which often 
involves chemical reaction using the 'jump' of pairs of electrons between two atoms, between two molecules or 

within a molecule. Always meeting the min/max1 principle. 
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28) This chemical charge force of the electron-pair can be present in the following chemical states: 

a) the chemical force is absent (-f) or this chemical force is present (+f), but does not result in a bound state (or), 

b) during the chemical reaction this force makes a flexible bond (+ flb) or not, 

c) during the chemical reaction this force makes a fixed bond (+ fib) or not, 

d) the chemical charge force probably does not exist in the state of a plasma. 

    Organic molecules generally disintegrate at high temperatures and decompose into inorganic particles. 

 

29) For the chemical charge force 4 × 2 = 8 different combinations or chemical (che) states are possible or not: 

a) (- L2cf) no charge force present; (+ L2cf) present on unbound molecule, 
b) (+/- L2flb) present as a flexible chemical bond or not ( - ), 

c) (+/- L2fib) present as a solid chemical bond or not, 

d) (+/- L2gf), present when molecules have been ionized or not. 

 

30) Chemical radical forces and chemical charge ones and their bond make possible 8 + 8 = 16 chemical states. 

Each atom and each bond within a molecule is always in one of the 16 chemical states; see figure 3 min/max1.  

 

31) The chemical min1/max1 principle in the state of chemical (che) forces and bonds of the molecule yields a 

total of 16 possibilities. 

 

The different combinations of physical and chemical conditions together result in 64 × 16 = 1024 fy/che states. 
 

 

5.3.4.1 THE TOTAL NUMBER OF PHYSICAL SITUATIONS: 

For the non-basic physical forces related to shell-electrons are therefore 4 × 4 × 2 × 2 = 64 combinations or 64 

different possible states are present or not. Essentially based on a digital system. Gravity is excluded of this 

reasoning calculation. In total, distinguishes the author 20 physical combinations of physical forces and their 

bonds! See figures 1, 2 and 3 min/max1. 

 

At one split second for each of these physical forces any atom or molecule can be in exactly one of the 64 non 

elementary physical states. This also applies to each area of polymer molecule with the size of the three mono-

molecules. Author refers to this as: 

According to the min/max1 principle for physical forces and of physical bonds each atom or molecule can 

occupy only and exactly one state out of the 64 possible states. 

 

 

5.3.4.2 THE TOTAL NUMBER OF CHEMICAL SITUATIONS: 

For the non-elemental physical forces related to shell-electrons therefore 4 x 4 = 16 different chemical 

combinations or chemical (che) states are occupied or not. See Figures 1, 2 and 3 min/max1. 

Every atom/molecule exactly for each of these physical forces at the same time takes only one chemical state; so 

only one of which 16 is not elemental chemical positions. This also applies to each area of polymer molecule 

with the size of the three mono-molecules. Author refers to this as: 

According to the min1/max1 principle for chemical forces and of chemical bonds each atom or molecule can 

occupy only and exactly one state out of the 16 possible states. 
 

 

5.3.4.3 THE TOTAL NUMBER OF PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL SITUATIONS: 

In Figure 1, the particles, atoms and molecules and their forces put under each other. 

In Figure 2, first the six states for protons and electrons, subatomic particles, and their respective nuclei in 

addition to the two basic positions of the sub shell-electrons at gravity. In figure 3 min/max1 the 64 possible 

combinations of physical forces and bonds of the shell-electrons plotted against the 16 possible combinations of 

chemical forces and bonds. This results in 64 x 16 = 1024 possible combinations/states of physical forces and 

chemical ones, and their bonds. Each (bio) chemical, (nuclear) physical change in the state of electrons, atoms 

and molecules is increasingly forced place within these 1024 (fy / che) conditions and is accompanied the shift 

from one location within that elemental 1024, sub basic and fundamental states. 
 

This results in a total of 18 + 4 + 4 + 1024 = 1050 distinct states. 

This is physically and chemically min1/max1 principle in 1050 states of physical / chemical forces / bonds 

or (fy/che) states for every subatomic particle, single electron, proton release, separate atom and molecule. 
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* 6) THE MIN1/MAX1 PRINCIPLE OF CHANGES IN PHYSICAL OR CHEMICAL STATES 

        AND MIN1/MAX1 OF DRIVING FORCES: 

 

In chapter 4, all kinds 1050 (= 1024 + 4 + 4 + 18) physical state and chemical ones have been derived. Every 

subatomic particle, free electron, free atom and molecule can be in only one of those 1050 states at any moment 

up. The min/max1 principle of physical states and chemical ones requires and postulates it. Each molecule or 

part of a polymer is always linked to both a minimum and a maximum of only one possible physical/chemical 

(fy/che) state. 

 

-1) The min/max1 principle of change in physical (fy) state: 

Exactly at the same time can occur at any molecule only one physical change. 

 

Physical changes that consists of either: 

 

a) The forming two of the same physical forces of one flexible or of one fixed physical bond or  

 

b) The breaking of one flexible physical bonding or a fixed one into two of the same physical forces. 

This is in line with the Third Law of Newton that action and reaction are not only equal but as well are of the 

same kind always. On particles never two or more physical changes can occur exactly simultaneously. Always 

there is only one change per moment. Sometimes those moments can follow up very closely. Then it seems to be 
exactly simultaneously. That cannot be! That is only apparent!  

The author expresses this as: the min/max1 principle of change of state. 

 

-2) The min/max1 principle of physical driving force: 

Changes do not take place spontaneously. All the changes demand a specific driving force and reaction 

mechanism underlying. Behind every physical change lurks a driving force that is responsible for that change. 

When all the changes and all the steps involved, however, is still only one driving cause. Never to two separate 

drives refer for each step.  

Apparently there may be several driving causes. Within the min/max1 principle, each reaction step is always 

associated with only one impeller and is ever to distinguish one reaction mechanism. Determinism, cause and 

effect. 
 

-3) The chemical min1/max1 principle of change in chemical (che) state: 

Exactly at the same time on any molecule also occurs only one chemical change. Chemical change that consists 

of either: 

a) forming with two of the same chemical forces of one flexible chemical bond at first and then of a fixed one 

or 

b) the breaking of one chemical bond from fixed to flexible bond, 

c) the breaking of one flexible bond in two of the same chemical forces. 

Never two or more chemical modifications happen to a molecule in exactly one moment. Always it concerns 

only one change at a time. This is expressed as: 

The chemical min/max1 principle of change in chemical (che) state of the chemical (che) forces and 

chemical bonds of the molecule. 
 

-4) The min/max1 principle of chemical driving force: 

Behind every chemical change lurks a driving force that is responsible for that change. In all the (bio) chemical 

changes and all of the steps within each step there is always one single driving cause. For each chemical step 

never occur two driving forces. Apparently there may be several causes but every step in itself only has its own 

driver. As part of chemical reactions physical steps happen. 

 

-5) The min/max1 principle of change in the physical state and chemical one of the physical (fy) and 

chemical (che) forces/bonds of the molecule or the fy/che state: 

In (bio) chemical reaction exchange physical and chemical steps apart and typically in a fixed order. The above 

points -1) to -5) describe in conjunction with each all physical changes and chemical ones in the molecule. Every 
electron, proton, atom and molecule is exactly the same time only: 

- one of 18 elementary states 

- one of the eight states linked to single protons / electrons and the nucleus, 

- one of the 1024 physical state and chemical ones of the shell-electrons. 

Exact at the same time can take place in each molecule only one physical change or a chemical one. 
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Author expresses this as: 

The min/max1 principle of change in the chemical state and physical state (fy/ che) of atoms and molecules. 

All (bio) chemical reactions and all (nuclear) physical changes are characterized by an own driving cause and its 

own reaction mechanism consisting mostly of several elementary steps each of which is to min1/max1 position 

and must comply change in that state. 

 

 

6.1 SUMMARY: 

1) The min/max1 principle of state claims that both the outside and inside of any given particle can occupy only 
one state at any time. That condition has been displayed as a matrix of physical forces and chemical ones and 

their physical bonds. See figure 3 min/max1.  

 

2) The min1/max1 principle of change of state states claims that any given particle of matter at any time can 

occur only one change in this matrix of physical forces and chemical ones and their physical bonds with a total 

of 1050 (1024 + 4 + 4 + 18) possible states. 

 

3) The min1/max1 principle about: a) state b) change of state and c) of the driving cause behind this change 

applies generally and for: 

1) all (bio) physical processes, 

2) all (bio) chemical reactions, 
3) all nuclear physical changes in nature and applies even to 

4) all responses to the level of all subatomic particle collisions in particle accelerators (and cosmic rays).  

 

4) The min1/max1 principles of a) state and the min1/max1 principle b) change in that state, and c) driving  

cause behind that change form the common basis in nature. All science therefore always should be based on the 

same common principle. 

 

5) Always all the physical, chemical, biochemical, nuclear chemical, nuclear physical changes and collisions in 

particle accelerators can be analyzed into one single step or to a fixed contiguous series of elementary steps by 

the min/max1 principles. Each of these steps happen within the boundary condition of the physical min/max1 

principles and the chemical ones: a) of state, b) of change in that state, and c) by the driving cause behind the 
change.  

 

6) So all changes in nature run fully structured and strictly predictable!  

Only in a very-many-body system (e.g., a gas) predictability is limping. There statistical methods apply. 

 

7) Min/max1 means absolute physical order and chemical one in nature. In addition to all nuclear physical 

reactions and collisions in particle accelerators, min1/max1applies even for changes on the scale of the universe 

as a whole! So the min/max1 principle applies from the very smallest higgs level to the highest possible level of 

the universe. 

 

8) The min/max1 principles provide absolute ordering and so lack of chaos during the settlement of the citric 

acid cycle, the fatty acid one and amino acid synthesis. Also degradation is regulated tightly. This also applies to 
all other (bio) chemical reactions and associated physical processes. 

 

8) Thanks to the min/max1 principles the operation of these central processors in the biochemistry of ‘living 

matter’ is possible. This makes possible the phenomenon of ‘life’. 

 

9) The min/max1 principle excludes all real chaos. 
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* 7) PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL REACTION MODELS IN THE MIN/MAX 1 PRINCIPLE: 

 

-1) Reaction Models: 

In chapter 5 and 6 are the min/max1 principle of a) state and b) change of state and c) driving cause derived 

and explained. On the basis of these min/max1 principles always at any moment every sub atomic particle, and 

each atom or molecule occurs in one of the 1050 detailed states and such a particle can only change of state by 

physical processes, and (bio) chemical reactions. 

In addition, the following physical reaction models and chemical reaction models are possible: 

 

-a) The 1–1 reactions: all the changes to a molecule without changing any of the physical characteristics or 

chemical ones in terms of force or bond. Only the magnitude change and / or the direction. 

At 1-1 reactions the physical state does not change. So in the system of the physical forces and chemical ones, 

with their bonds does not change anything. Each particle remains in its own state of the 1024 fy/che possible 

states. At 1-1 reactions existing forces and bonds can change only in quantitative terms. These kinds of physical 

processes such as the increase / decrease in temperature, pressure, concentration, speed, potential and kinetic 

energy, etc. All these processes can be analyzed into smaller increments of energy or speed. 

 

-b) The 2-1 reactions: all physical association steps and chemical ones in which two particles bind. 

These changes consist of the joining of two particles both from one of the 1050 states of a single part and the 

formation of a flexible or of a fixed bond. During each reaction step only one state changes in the system of 
physical forces and / or bonds or chemical ones. 

This type of reaction occurs during all: 

-) physical processes such as condensation and solidification, 

-) physicochemical association reactions, 

-) (bio) chemical reactions and 

-) nuclear physics fusions, 

In sub atomic physics standard such 2-1 reactions happen during the bombarding of nuclei with particles. If the 

bullets hit a nucleus effectively they can fuse. In particle accelerators, (double) neutrino’s/frankinos (pre) 

electrons, (pre) protons and rotor photons can be the bullets. During fusion particles make physical charge bonds 

and magnetic spin ones. Then the mass, charge and spin change additively. Here every specific change is linked 

to a distinctive driving cause. Please see the documents F1a 2014 F1b, F1c. 
 

-c) The 1-2 reactions: all the dissociation steps, in which one molecule breaks a physical bond or a 

chemical one and falls apart into two particles. 

By default per step these changes consist of the splitting up of a flexible bond or a fixed one in a particle in one 

of the states 1050 states. That particle disintegrates in two particles which each enters into one of those 1050 

states. 

This is accompanied with a change in the system of physical forces and bonds or chemical ones. Also there is a 

change in the physical characteristics or chemical ones of the particles released at the reaction as shown in table 

1-1 and figure 3 min1/max1. 

 

Such 1-2 reactions are found in all kinds of: 

-) physical processes such as melting, evaporation and desorption, 

-) physicochemical one dissociation reactions, 

-) (bio) chemical reactions, 

-) nuclear fission and 

-) collisions in particle accelerators and with cosmic rays. 

These steps can be endothermic but the most are exothermic. 

 

In nuclear physics and particle physics, always such 1-2 reactions are found where particles fall apart into two 

smaller particles. This is accompanied by a change in the system of physical forces and bonds or chemical ones. 

Always this results in one change in the physical properties or chemical ones of the particles released in the 

reaction. 

 
At the subatomic level in particle accelerators the split up into smaller particles is accompanied by a quantitative 

change in kinetic energy on higgs level. This also results in quantitative changes in the mass, charge and 

magnetical spin of these elementary particles formed in such collisions. See document F1a 2014. 

Every 1-2 reaction has been linked to its own distinctive driving cause. 
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-d) No 2-2 reactions: 

In many reactions two particles seem to create two other particles. These particles can be (sub)atomic or 

molecular. These 2-2 reactions seem to occur widely in nature. On further analysis of these reaction steps is 

apparent that such 2-2 reactions, however, are always made up of two steps consisting of a series of 2-1 and 1-2 

reactions that are not exactly at the same time but directly one after the other. As a result it looks like a 2-2 

reaction but is not. The min/max1 principle leaves no real 2-2 reactions! 

 

Theoretically at large molecules such as proteins for example, possibly at the same time and independently of 

each other two reactions can happen but only if such reactions take place at a distance of more than 2 to 3 mono 
molecule parts from each other. In that case these two responses do not affect mutually. 

 

Even then it is not a 2-2 reaction but locally on the molecule also two separate 1-2 or 2-1 responses are 

independent and accidentally occur exactly the same time on a single macro-molecule. Therefore at the macro-

molecules may happen two changes exactly at the same time each of which are separate. Nevertheless still every 

reaction meets the min/max1 principle. 

 

In particle accelerators the changes are so rapidly that it seems as if there are 2-2 reactions and there has been a 

series of successive 2-1 and 1-2 responses. At the level of nuclear fission, nuclear fusion and particle physics are 

all changes strictly curtailed and analyzed to only single steps with 2-1 and 1-2 reactions! All nuclear reactions 

and all collisions in particle accelerators meet the min/max1 principle. 
 

 

7.1 ONLY 3 REACTION MODELS REMAIN: 

In science author distinguishes only three basic types of physical changes and chemical ones and associated 

reaction models: 

 

-) The 1-1 reactions: 

Forces and bindings change only quantitatively and / or energetically, 

 

-) The 1-2 reactions: 

In this type of chemical reactions and physical changes, one flexible bond or fixed bond is broken and one 
particle falls apart into two particles like molecules, atoms or smaller. When a bond is broken the forces remain 

active. 

In the system of measurable physical forces and bonds or chemical ones only one change occurs in each step. 

 

-) The 2-1 reactions: 

In this type of chemical one reactions and physical changes two atoms / molecules one physical or chemical one 

flexible or fixed bond forms  

 

In this type of chemical reactions and physical changes two particles form a physical bond (flexible or fixed) or a 

chemical bond making one new particle. The basic forms of reaction steps are thus extremely simple. 
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* 8) NOT MEETING MIN/MAX 1: 

 

1) Einstein assumed the full equivalence of mass and energy used in his famous formula E = mc2 .However this 

cannot be analyzed into single steps within the 1050 states in as shown in Figure 3 as the prescribes min1/max1 

principle. According to the author, as Einstein referred, mass cannot incrementally turn into energy or vice versa 

energy cannot step wise change into mass.  

 

For the origin of mass, charge and spin see document F1a 2014 and particularly Figure 2 and 2a. If the 

scientists do not succeed in analyzing Einstein’s E = mc2 to a number of steps, this means that the essence of 
Einstein's theory of relativity is not sustainable and this theory should be rejected as yet. 

For the current (2015) science it would be extremely regrettable and annoying. Numerous studies, scientific 

articles and dissertations in science based on Einstein's equivalence of mass and energy and thus on incorrect 

assumptions. It would be shocking and embarrassing! For the construction of the (anti) proton and (anti-) 

electron and a different explanation of the phenomenon of annihilation see document F1b (Majoranas) and F1c. 

 

2) The structure of nuclei with neutrons cannot happen in phases in accordance with the min/max1 principle. 

According to the author nuclear fusion takes place during the build-up of atoms and their nucleus via the 

stepwise addition of successively increasing: 

a1) one electron to a proton in the nucleus that electron becomes a nuclear-one or, 

a2) one electron to the existing electron-shells that becomes a shell-electron, 
b) adding a proton to the nucleus by binding to the latter to that nucleus added nuclear-electron. 

 

That process of building the nucleus through alternately becoming one electron and one proton is outlined in 

document F1d; figures 18 - 22. There are a series of figures developed by which it is shown that this step-wise 

build-up process of isotopes of the periodic system with loose protons and electrons can actually occur in this 

way and that no neutrons can be formed in the nucleus! That uncharged neutrons would immediately escape the 

nucleus.  

 

3) Free neutrons are composed of one proton and one electron. By now all ‘current’ neutrons to replace one 

proton and one electron with their elementary charge force and magnetically spin force is the ‘strong nuclear 

force’ automatically replaced by a strong elementary charge force and the ‘weak force’ by a weak magnetically 
spin effect. Then the terms strong nuclear force and weak nuclear one get another meaning and become 

superfluous.  

In document F1d by the author detailed step fusion process with only protons and electrons meets the min/max1 

principle. 

 

4) The requested qubits as processors in quantum computers have to meet the min/max1 principle. 

Should that not be the case this research is faced to essentially insoluble problems! 

 

5) Potentially in science more fully accepted examples can exist but not satisfying the min1/max1 principle. 

These cases should be erased from (the foundation of) science. 
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* 9) DISCUSSION: 

1) The min/max1 principle does not apply in 2015 as a standard starting point in the basis of current science. 

That surprised the author. This principle ensures us that all processes, all (nuclear) reactions and collisions in 

particle accelerators can be analyzed simply into single steps and therefore always can be handled in the same 

way and are therefore reproducible. The same reactions are always settled in the same way. 

 

2) The min/max1 principle ensures a virtually absolute ordering in nature by having completed all changes 

through strictly regulated changes of getting one step at a time. It makes any physical step, chemical and nuclear 

physics one clear and can be displayed as a series of successive single steps. 
 

3) If the min/max1 would not prevail everywhere then in nature would be complete chaos. In living matter would 

jam the biochemistry and blocked and all life would end acutely. All living matter functions by virtue of the 

validity of the min/max1 principle. All biochemical reactions have been settled perfectly structured by enzymes 

and catalysts. 
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* 10) CONCLUSIONS: 

1) The min/max1 principle is universal and without exception mandatory for all physical processes, all (bio) 

chemical reactions, for all nuclear physical ones and all collisions in particle accelerators and cosmic rays. 

Min1/max1 creates the utterly predictable settling for all these processes. Even the 29 steps of cycle of the 

universe meet the min/max1 principle.  

 

2) The complex biochemistry of living matter can be settled orderly at the mercy of the severe control that 

emanates from the min/max1 principle. 

 
3) Explicitly the min/max1 principle belongs to the foundation of science. The min/max1 principle test should 

happen by default necessarily. 

 

4) Based on the overview of Table 1-1 about physical forces and bonds and chemical ones the author 

distinguishes: a) 18 elementary, b) 8 under basic combinations and c) 1024 no elemental combinations of 

physical forces and chemical ones and their bonds or conditions that apply to all electrons, protons, atoms 

and molecules and all subatomic particles. 

 

5) Each electron, proton, atom, molecule can only use a 1-2 or 2-1 reaction get in another state. 

Each change is connected to its own characteristic driving cause with an associated reaction mechanism. 

 
6) The author cannot analyze Einstein’s equivalent transition from mass to energy or vice versa into elementary 

steps, demanded by the min/max1 principle. 

 

7) If the science does not manage to analyze the mass in Einstein's famous equation E = mc2 gradually to 

transform into energy and thereby meet the min/max1 principle then the premise of Einstein's formula is 

incorrect! Then Einstein's mass is not equivalent with energy! That would mean the end of the theory of 

relativity. 

 

8) Such a gradual build-up is also required for the construction of atoms with neutrons in the nucleus! Such a 

gradual build-up during fusion of atoms with neutrons in the nucleus does not work via min/max1.  

It can be done if all the neutrons in the nuclei of atoms are replaced by one proton and one electron. 
 

9) When the theory of relativity and the formation of atoms with neutrons does not meet incrementally to 

min/max1 principle then these theories failed and should be held outside (the foundation of) science. 

 

10) This applies to all other items in the foundation of the science that does not satisfy the min/max1 principle. 
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